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ENGAGE YOUR EMPLOYEES. BUILD COMMITMENT. ACHIEVE RESULTS. 

Learning coaching skills is the best way to dramatically increase the commitment 
level, and performance, of your employees and team members. This keynote starts 
your powerful coaching journey.

Combining first-hand examples from both the sport and corporate worlds with an 
innovative coaching framework, Coaching for High Performance provides a provocative 
taste and exploration of the possibilities of coaching. Audience members will become 
intrigued and stimulated by the potential impact of coaching in both their business and 
personal lives.

OUR APPROACH

The audience is guided through Performance Coaching’s coaching model with 
tangible examples of effective coaching strategies and outcomes. Participants learn:

the distinguishing characteristics of a coaching style

Coaching is powerfully different from other management styles. Understand the 
importance, and value, of your role as a developer of people. And… learn the two other 
defining aspects of coaching.

why coaching? why now?

As a management style that emphasizes developing people, explore the relevance, fit 
and application of coaching in your particular organization – now. Insights discovered 
through the workshop create a compelling case for action.

the ‘what’ of coaching

Good coaches address clarity, recognition or competence in each conversation they 
have with their people. Learn what this means, how to have this conversation—and 
what results can occur.

the ‘how’ of coaching

Learn how to successfully implement coaching from a practical, tools based 
standpoint. See how effective communications skills in consulting, teaching, 
mentoring, and in confronting situations, can help you ensure every interaction… is a 
coaching interaction—resulting in increased performance.

know yourself

It starts with you. A coach’s beliefs, and what they are experiencing, determine the 
context in which they coach. Knowledge and management of self is truly vital in 
effective coaching.


